
Round 12 - QU Open: Hawkfest '99 
Tossups by Brian Ulrich, Sub ash Maddipoti *, and David Kirchhofer** 

1. Among this student ofFra Angelico's early achievements was collaborating with Ghiberti on 
the third bronze door of the Florence Baptistry. Most of his paintings were frescoes including a 
triple series of S1. Francis of Assissi, as well as the 24 monumental Old Testament frescoes in 
Florence almost totally destroyed in World War II. However this man might be best known for a 
fresco for the Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, probably the last major painting of the International 
Style. FTP, identify this artist who incorporated portraits of the Medici in his masterpiece, 
alternately known as Procession of the Magi or Journey of the Magi. 

Answer: Benozzo GOZZOLI 

2. Their origin is uncertain but they were probably introduced into Europe in the Late Middle 
Ages by crusaders or gypsies. They are not woodcuts, but the earliest remaining were designed 
by notable artists of the time, including Albrecht Durer. They consist of a minor arcana, which 
includes suits of wands, cups, swords and pentacles; whereas, the major arcana includes a fool 
card, plus pictorial cards numbered one through 21. FTP, what are these cards used today for 
fortune telling. 

Answer: TAROT cards 

3. This scientist was the first to demonstrate the existence of three different malarial parasites 
corresponding to the disease. For most of his professional life he held the position of professor of 
histology and pathology at the universities of Siena and Pavia. His studies of nerve-cell 
processes and demonstration of their structure led to his sharing, with Santiago Ramon y Cajal, 
of the 1906 Nobel in Physiology or Medicine. His breakthroughs came with his use of silver 
nitrate as a stain for nervous tissue. FTP, what Italian also used that silver nitrate to detect the 
cellular organelle named for him? 

Answer: Camillo GOLGI 

4. He received worthy tributes such as S1. Paul's quote of him in I Corinthians 33, "Evil 
communications corrupt good manners." Fragments of seven of this Greek playwright's original 
works were found in Egypt after World War II. Through complex love situations, his works 
probe the complexities of everyday life in ways that greatly affected post-Elizabethan 
playwrights such as Ben Jonson. His plays were eventually adapted for the Roman stage by 
Plautus and Terence, who appreciated such characters as the grouchy misanthrope Knemon. 
FTP, identify this comedic playwright of The Shearing ofGlycera, Samia, and Dyskolos. 

Answer: MENANDER 



5. He developed a hatred for Robert Harley, primarily due to Harley's role in his impeachment 
for corruption as secretary of war, expulsion from the House of Commons, and imprisonment in 
the Tower of London. However, upon his release he would redeem himself when many in 
Parliament were caught in a scandal surrounding speculation in the South Sea Company. His 
skillful maneuvering protected the royal court and his Whig party and led to his domination of 
Parliament for the next 20 years. FTP, who was this first Earl of Oxford, generally considered to 
be Great Britain's first Prime Minister? 

Answer: Robert WALPOLE 

6. Societies of this religion have included the Five Pecks of Rice Society and the Yellow Turban 
Society. Its followers sought immortality with magic and elixirs, and it was a major catalyst for 
the development of alchemy within its home country between the third and sixth centuries. The 
hygiene cults that sprang from it stress regular breathing and concentration as ways to achieve 
longevity. It originally held that the individual should seek only to conform with the underlying 
pattern of the universe, the way, which can not be described or seen. FTP, what is this Chinese 
religion, first expressed as a philosophy in the works Chuang-Tzu and Te-Tao-Ching? 

Answer: TAOISM (dou iz'em) 

7. In a semiconductor this property of the p-n junction can be used to control the electrical nature 
of the device. CTD systems use this quantity in extremely accurate measurements of seawater 
salinity. Its unit is symbolized by an inverted omega, and it is symbolized by a capital G. It can 
be defined as the reciprocal of the amount of force-limiting current to one ampere when one volt 
is applied to it. FTP, identify this electrical property, measured in mhos, which is the opposite of 
resistance. 

Answer: CONDUCTANCE 

8. The seat of Vigo County, this city was once a place of rendezvous for Indian tribes, and the 
Shawness regularly attacked nearby Fort Harrison. Attractions include the home of Eugene V. 
Debs and the birthplace of novelist Theodore Dreiser and his brother Paul, who wrote the state 
song, "On the Banks of the Wabash." It is the home to the Rose Hulman Institute of Technology 
as well as the Indiana State of Larry Bird fame. FTP, identify this Indiana city, the name of 
which is French for "high land." 

Answer: TERRE HAUTE 



9**. Although much of the story is told in flashbacks, its present takes place over an Easter 
weekend. One of the main characters, who is 33 years old, is seen at the beginning of the story 
watching some golfers on a course built on a field once owned by his family. The field was sold 
to pay for his brother's tuition at Harvard, however, that brother, had committed suicide while at 
Harvard, largely due to the shattering of his relationship of Caddy, his sister. I guess you could 
say that the first section is "a tale told by an idiot, signifying nothing," in, FTP, what William 
Faulkner novel, whose story unfolds primarily through the eyes of the three Compson brothers? 

Answer: The SOUND AND THE FURY 

10. The son of a goldsmith and retail trader, this man graduated from Achimota College in 1930, 
and thereafter began teaching in nearby Catholic junior schools. After politics lured him away 
from the seminary, he pursued further studies in the United States, and completed Towards 
Colonial Freedom, a work that served as a blueprint for the struggle for independence of many 
African states. Upon his return to his country he founded the Convention People's Party in 1951, 
was jailed shortly, and then led his country to independence from the British in 1957. FTP, 
identify this first president of Ghana. 

Answer: Kwame NKRUMAH (ung kroo rna) 

11 * *. The late physician and essayist Lewis Thomas heard in it "an open acknowledgement of 
death and at the same time a quiet celebration of the tranquility connected to the process." The 
halting rhythm in the bass near the beginning of the first movement is perhaps reminiscent of a 
failing heart, while the long fade out by the violins at the end of the final movement seems 
almost as one last lingering look back before departing this life. This is not surprising as this 
piece of music was completed in 1910, a year before it's composer's death. FTP, name this work, 
which followed the Symphony of a Thousand as the last symphony of Gustav Mahler. 

Answer: MAHLER'S 9th Symphony (accept just 9th after Mahler is mentioned) 

12. When it was discovered in 1801, it was not known that this body is composed largely of 
condensed carbon compounds and water of hydration. With its diameter of about 640 miles, it 
was first thought to be a new planet, but was demoted from that status when astronomers found 
other objects sharing its orbit, including Pallas, Vesta, and Heracles. Scientists now believe that 
it represents a planet, the formation of which was disrupted by Jupiter's gravitational field. FTP, 
identify this celestial object discovered by Giuseppe Piazzi, the first and largest asteroid, which 
is named for the Roman goddess of the harvest. 

Answer: CERES 



13. Moroccans claim that he was an inhabitant of Fez, where there is a street named for him. One 
source identifies him as having lived in Kufa in the 8th century. In 1880, a new book oftales 
referred to him as a Turk, and today his devotees still flock to'the tomb ofNassreddin Khodja in 
Turkey, believing it to be their hero's final resting place. However, even ifhe was real, the tales 
that surround this roguish hero far outdo his real life. FTP, identify this stock character for Arab 
folklore. 

Answer: DJUHA 

14. While young, he shot himself through the lung in a failed suicide attempt, and tuberculosis 
left him in ill health for the rest of life. At the age of 38 he went abroad to raise funds for the 
Russian Social Democrat Labor Party, and settled in Capri, Italy for a short time. "Twenty-six 
Men and a Girl," a tale of sweatshop conditions in a bakery, is considered his finest short story. 
He returned to Russia as an ardent supporter of the revolution in such works as the novel cycle 
The Life of Klim Samgin. FTP, identify this founder of Socialist Realism and author of The 
Lower Depths. 

Answer: Maksim GORKY or GORKI or Aleksei Maksimovich PESHKOV 

15. Kenneth Silverman won the 1985 Pulitzer in Biography for his The Life and Times of this 
man. He became a champion of the smallpox vaccination in America and wrote several treatises 
urging inoculation for protection, work which gained him a position in the Royal Society of 
London. He was the first person to use the word American in his writings and the youngest 
person ever to attend Harvard. His books include Essays to Do Good and Wonders of the 
Invisible World. FTP, identify this man, who, during his time as minister of Boston's North 
Church from 1685 to 1728, sought to control the Salem witch trials. 

Answer: Cotton MATHER 

16. This element, which Mendeleev called "dvi-manganese," was discovered in 1925 by Walter 
Karl Noddack and Ida Eva Tacke Noddack. A hard silver-white substance, it is not tungsten, but 
it was originally discovered in wolframite and columbite and later found in larger quantities in 
molybdenite, Among the least fusible of all metals, other than tungsten, it has the highest melting 
point of all common metals. Industrial uses include fountain pen heads, electrical filaments, and 
welding rods of, FTP, what element with atomic number 75 and symbol Re? 

Answer: RHENIUM 



17*. Notable retellings of this story include those by 1M. Coetzee and Michael Tournier. When 
writing a sequel about "Serious Reflections" of the title character, the author claimed that the 
novel was an allegory of his life. As it ends, the title character states "for ten years more, I may 
perhaps give a further account of hereafter. The author got much of his inspiration from reading 
The Voyages and Travels of J. Robert Mandelso, though the story is actually based on a Scottish 
sailor. FTP, identify this novel that includes an attack by five hundred hungry wolves, a raid by 
three hundred Caribbees, and a stranded sailor, the best known work of Daniel Defoe. 

Answer: ROBINSON CRUSOE (I'm too lazy to include the full title) 

18*. It basically resulted in the division and apportionment of Francia Media, Francia Orientalis, 
and Francia Occidentalis to the three parties involved. The need for it arose when one of those 
parties was defeated at Fontenoy and driven from Aix-Ia-Chapelle, forcing him to sue for peace. 
The settlement it reached greatly differed from the plan of Louis the Pious, who had planned on 
giving most of his property to his youngest son. However, FTP, Lothair I, Louis the German, and 
Charles the Bald went to war before they peacefully partitioned the Carolingian Empire via what 
843 treaty? 

Answer: Treaty of VERDUN 

19. In hot water, grains of it are broken, allowing formation of a colloid which becomes a gel in 
cooling. Soluble ones are used as an indicator for iodine in iodometry, and they are usually 
comprised of 20% amylose and 80% amylopectin. They are mainly degraded to alpha-dextrins 
and maltose, and later glucose, by amylase enzymes in the saliva. FTP what is this major source 
of energy in humans, obtainable in high quantities from rice and potatoes? 

Answer: STARCH (prompt on "Carbohydrates"; do not prompt on any other buzzes) 

20. This philosopher was struck with a kidney disease that made him a semi-invalid in 1870. The 
first philosopher to receive Great Britain's Order of Merit, the students of this British exponent 
of absolute idealism were disappointed because he did not vindicate religious truths. Eventually, 
he came to espouse the Hegelian idea that nothing is altogether real but the "Absolute," which is 
the totality of everything. He concluded that everything but this "Absolute" is contradictory and 
that the mind is more fundamental than matter. FTP, identify this author of Appearance and 
Reality. 

Answer: Francis Herbert BRADLEY 

21 *. One is a closet drama by Byron, published in 182l. It was widely considered blasphemous, 
partly because of Byron's readiness to deploy Cuvier's arguments on the creation of the earth. It 
follows the title hero's rebellion against the post-Iapsarian life of toil and his turning to Lucifer. 
The other contains a novella, "Kabnis," and is a collection of poems, sketches, and stories that 
was inspired by the author's visit to rural Georgia. FTP, identify these similarly sounding works, 
one of which is the best known work of Jean Toomer. 

Answer: CAIN or CANE 



Round 12 - QU Open: Hawkfest '99 
Boni by Kentucky and Maryland 

1. Given some lines from a poem, name it FTP, or 5 if you need the poet. 
10: "But at my back I always hear times winged chariot hurrying near." 
5: Andrew Marvell 
Answer: TO HIS COY MISTRESS 
10: "If they be two, they are two so as stiff twin compasses are two." 
5 : John Donne 
Answer: A VALEDICTION: FORBIDDING MOURNING 
10: "Yet London, empress of the northern clime by a high fate thou didst expire great as the 
worlds which at the death of time must fall, and rise a nobler frame by fire." 
5: John Dryden 
Answer: ANNUS MIRABILIS 

2. Name these parts of the kidney, FTP each. 
a) This functional unit of the kidney is a long tubule about 1 to 2 inches long. It produces urine 

in the process of removing waste and excess substances from the blood. 
Answer: NEPHRONs 
b) One end of the nephron tube is closed, expanded, and folded into this double-walled cuplike 

structure that projects the glomerulus. 
Answer: BOWMAN'S CAPSULE (or "renal corpuscular capsule") 
c) This part of the kidney descends into the medulla and then runs straight up again into the 

cortex where it continues as the distal convoluted tubule. 
Answer: LOOP OF HENLE 

3. FTP each, identify these animals from Norse myth. 
a) At Ragnarork, this wolf kills Odin, but Odins son Vidar kills it. 
Answer: FENRIS Wolf or FENRIC 
b) This is Odins eight-legged horse that can outrun the wind. 
Answer: SLEIPNIR 
c) Odin gives the meat set before him to these two wolves lie at his feet. F5P each identify 

them. 
Answer: GERI and FREK 



4. Answer these questions about the English Civil War on a 5-10-15 basis. 
5: The Civil War began what king, the second son of James I, tried to arrest John Pym and four 
other Members of Parliament in the House of Commons? 
Answer: CHARLES I 
10: What army did the Roundheads create by combining the local forces of Essex, Manchester, 
and Waller? It practiced religious toleration and adopted the battle tactics of King Gustavus 
Adolfus II. 
Answer: NEW MODEL Army 
15: On June 14, 1645, Thomas Fairfax, accompanied by Oliver Cromwell who commanded the 
cavalry, led the New Model Army to what victory over Prince Rupert and the Royalists? 
Answer: NASEBY 

5. 30-20-10-5. Identify the playwright from works. 
30: The Lady From the Sea; Pillars of Society 
20: John Gabriel Borkman ; When We Dead Awaken 
10: An Enemy of the People; The Master Builder 
5: A Doll's House 
Answer: Henrik IBSEN 

6. FTP each, identify these curves from the study of economics. 
a) This curve is an illustration of the thesis that there exists an optimal tax rate that maximizes 

government tax revenues. 
Answer: LAFFER curve 
b) This curve was first used to display the inverse relationship between the rate of change of 

money wages and the unemployment rate in the UK from 1861 to 1957. 
Answer: PHILLIPS curve 
c) This is a curve that plots the relationship between an individual's income and his 

consumption of a good. Its slope is the individual's marginal propensity to consume the 
good. 

Answer: ENGEL curve 

7. Identify these 20th century artists of dubious worth FTP each. 
a) The author of Store Days, this sculptor created big-ass soft hamburgers, french fries, cigarette 

butts, clothespins, and lipstick. 
Answer: Claes OLDENBERG 
b) Mter founding Womanhouse along with Miriam Schapiro, she created a triangular table 

inscribed with the names of 999 women, called The Dinner Party. 
Answer: Judy CHICAGO 
c) Mter creating such masterpieces as Partially Buried Woodshed, this site sculptor created 

Spiral Jetty in the Great Salt Lake in 1970. Thankfully, the lake has risen and the earthwork 
is no longer visible. 

Answer: Robert SMITHSON 



8. For the stated number of points, identify these sidekicks of everyones favorite gambling, 
porn-loving illiterate, Krusty the Clown. 
a) F5P, After he framed Krusty for armed robery, this sidekick replaced Krusty's show with his 

own Cavalcade of Whimsy. 
Answer: Sideshow BOB Underdunk Terwilliger 
b) F5P, This lactose-intolerant slide-whistle player wears a bone through his hair and is Krustys 

current sidekick. 
Answer: Sideshow MELvin Van Horen 
c) FTP, This teen idol is Krustys half-brother, better known for his role on Beverly Hills 90210. 

Krusty shoots him from a cannon through the studio walls. 
Answer: Sideshow Luke PERRY 
d) FTP, The only sidekick-of-color, he somberly recommends that Krusty ignore the script and 

not hit him on his afro with a mallet. 
Answer: Sideshow RAHEEM 

9. Name these moons of Neptune on a 5-10-15 basis. 
5: The largest of Neptune's moons, this satellite has a retrograde orbit. This and its relatively 
high mean density of2.066 grams per cubic centimeter suggest it is a captured object. 
Answer: TRITON 
10: This is the third largest of Neptune's moons. Its orbit is the most eccentric in the solar 
system, ranging from about 841,000 miles to 5,980,000 miles. 
Answer: NEREID 
15: The largest of the six moons discovered by Voyager 2, it is an ellipsoid about 258 miles in 
diameter. Scientists say that it is about as large as a satellite can be without being pulled into a 
spherical shape by its own gravity. 
Answer: PROTEUS 

10. FTP each, identify these famous caves. 
a) This cave on the island of Staffa off the coast of western Scotland penetrates about 200 feet 

inland, and contains basaltic columns almost 40 feet high. It was probably visited by 
Mendelssohn. 

Answer: FINGALS cave 
b) This cave near Santander, Spain, contains animal paintings from the Old Stone Age on its 

roof and walls. 
Answer: AL T AMIRA 
c) This cavern on the island of Capri was hollowed out by constant wave action. Its name 

comes from the unusual light permeating the cave, which comes up through the water from a 
submerged opening. 

Answer: BLUE GROTTO 



11. FTP each, identify these Supreme Court cases. 
a) This 1861 case contested the president's power to suspend the writ of habeas corpus during a 

national emergency. The plaintiff was a secessionist imprisoned by military order at Fort 
McHenry. 

Answer: EX PARTE MERRYMAN 
b) In this 1866 case, the Supreme Court ruled that the federal government could not establish 

military courts to try civilians except where civil courts were no longer functioning in an 
actual theater of war. 

Answer: EX PARTE MILLIGAN 
c) This 1869 case concerned a Mississippi editor who was jailed for criticising Congress. The 

Court was forced to dismiss the case when Congress passed a law stripping the Court of its 
power of judicial review. 

Answer: EX PARTE MCCARDLE 

12. Identify these key members in the early 20th century revival of English classical music FTP 
each. 
a) This founder of the English nationalist movement composed NorjolkRhapsodies, Fantasia 

on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, and nine symphonies including A London Symphony. 
Answer: Ralph VAUGHN WILLIAMS 
b) This son of a Gennan manufacturer worked for a while in Florida as an orange planter. His 

works include the orchestral suite Florida and the opera A Village Romeo and Juliet. 
Answer: Frederick DELIUS 
c) The son of West African immigrants, he composed the Longfellow trilogy, comprised of 

Hiawatha's Wedding Feast, The Death of Minnehaha, and Hiawatha's Departure. 
Answer: Samuel COLERIDGE-TAYLOR 

13) Identif~r these Soviet police agencies FTP each. 
a) It was founded in 1954 when the MDV was reorganized. Perhaps its most famous chiefwas 

Yuri Andropov who headed it from 1967 to 1982. 
Answer: KGB or KOMITET GOSUDARSTVENNOY BEZOPASTNOSTI 
b) Created in 1917, this agency was led by F.E. Dzerzhinsky. Its power and autonomy 

increased steadily until the Bolshevik government reorganized it into the OGPU in 1922. 
Answer: CHEKA or VECHEKA 
c) In 1934, the OGPU was absorbed into this new agency that carried out Stalin's purges. Its 

victims included its first two chiefs, Genrikh Yagoda and Nikolay Yezhov, who were 
succeeded by Lavrenty Beria. 

Answer: NKVD or PEOPLES COMMISSARIANT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS 



14. Identify the novel from descriptions FTP each. 
a) The Shimerda family are immigrants from Bohemia in this novel, which is structured around 

the narrator, Jim Bordens, memories of the title character. 
Answer: MY ANTONIA 
b) Nineteenth-century Frenchman Jean Latour does mission work among New Mexican Indians 

in this work. 
Answer: DEATH COMES FOR THE ARCHBISHOP 
c) The main character of this novel, Cathers favorite work, rises from small town origins in 

Colorado to become a soprano at New Yorks Metropolitan Opera House. 
Answer: The SONG OF THE LARK 

15. Identify the psychologists who came up with these boxes FTP each. 
a) In work on his 1898 doctoral dissertation, this man put cats in a puzzle box while putting 

food outside to demonstrate his law of effect. 
Answer: Edward L. THORNDIKE 
b) By putting pigeons and rats in his box,this behaviorist simplified the study of operant 

behavior, since the same instrumental response could be performed repeatedly. 
Answer: B(urrhus) F(rederick) SKINNER 
c) This mans box, an optical curiosity, is a large box or room in which a man standing on the 

right looks tall, and one on the left looks extremely short. As they slowly change places, the 
men also seem to change in height. 

Answer: M. A. AMES 

16. FTP each, identify these types of diodes. 
a) This type of p-n junction diode is specifically designed to give a low resistance to alternating 

current flow in one direction and a very high resistance in the other direction, thereby 
converting alternating current to direct current. 

Answer: RECTIFIER 
b) This voltage regulator is a p-n j unction diode that has a precisely tailored impurity 

distrubution to provide a well-defined breakdown voltage and produce the effect of the same 
name. 

Answer: ZENER diode 
c) This diode has a metal-semiconductor contact and is electrically similar to a p-njunction. 

Useful for high-frequency, low-noise mixer and switching circuits, it is named for the 
German scientist who explained its rectifying behavior. 

Answer: SCHOTTIKY diode 



17. FTP each, identify these female writers from the middle ages. 
a) This Italian-born widow to the court secretary to Frances Charles V took up writing to 

support her family. She wrote Letter to the God of Love to attack sexist courtly love attitudes 
and The Book of the City of Ladies, a book that praised the heroic deeds of women. 

Answer: CHRISTINE de Pizan 
b) This sister of King Francis I of France and grandmother of Henry IV was a patron of 

Francois Rabelais and Clement Marot. She wrote essays and The Heptameron, a collection 
of about 70 short stories that imitated Boccaccio's The Decameron. 

Answer: MARGARET of Navarre or of Anjou 
c) Born in 1098, this German woman established a convent in Rupertsberg. Her major literary 

works include Scivias and Liber vitae meritorum. Also a composer, her Ordo Virtutum 
contains 82 melodies and is a musical morality play. 

Answer: Iill.,DEGARD of Bingen 

18. Name these historical European leagues FTP each. 
a) This league was a coalition of northern Italian cities established in 1167 to resist German 

Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. 
Answer: LOMBARD League 
b) This Greek league originally consisted of 12 cities in the northwest Peloponnese. Greatly 

expanded under the leadership of Aratus of Sicyon, it was dissolved in 146 BC by Rome. 
Answer: ACHAEAN League 
c) Protestant German princes created this league in 1531 to defend themselves against Emperor 

Charles V. Led by Philip the Magnanimous and John Frederick, it was destroyed at the 
Battle ofMuhlberg in 1547. 

Answer: SCHMALKALDIC League 

19. FTP each, answer the following about the nomenclature of certain life forms. 
a) Lampreys and hagfishes belong to what order offish whose members have long, slender 

bodies without scales and fins and possess a cartilaginous skull and a notochord. 
Answer: CYCLOSTOMATA or CYCLOSTOMES 
b) Cyclostomes belong to this class of vertebrates that lack ajaw. 
Answer: AGNATHA 
c) The class Agnatha is included in this phylum, all of whose members possess a notochord, 

pharyngeal apertures, and a dorsal nerve cord. 
Answer: CHORDATA or CHORDATES 



20. FTP each, identify these geographical features of Antarctica. 
a) This mountain is the highest on the continent, rising 16,864 feet. 
Answer: VINSON MASSIF 
b) This region lies east of Marie Byrd Land and contains several mountain ranges. It is named 

for the father of the American explorer who conducted an aerial crossing of Antarctica in 
1934. 

Answer: ELLSWORTH Land 
c) This is one of Antarctica's three main ice shelves. It lies northeast of Ellsworth Land and 

borders the Weddell Sea. 
Answer: RONNE Ice Shelf (not "Ross Ice Shelf') 

21. FTP each, identify these recipients of the 1998 Nobel Prizes. 
a) This author of Baltasar and Blimunda, The Year of the Death of Ricardo Reis, and The Stone 

Raft won the Nobel Prize in Literature. 
Answer: Jose SARAMAGO 
b) This Austrian-born US scientist shared the 1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry with John Pople 

for his development of density-functional theory. 
Answer: Walter KOHN 
c) This author of Poverty and Famines won the Nobel Prize in Economics for his contributions 

to welfare economics. 
Answer: Am arty a SEN 




